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This paper develops a simple, general equilibrium model of nonc0mparatii.e advantage trade. 
Trade is driven by economies of scale, which are internal to firms. Because of the scale 
economies, markets are imperfectly competitive. Nonetheless, one can show that trade, and gains 
from trade, wi!l occur. even between countries with identical tastes. technology, and factor 
endowments. 

I. Introduction 

Et has been widely recognized that economies of scale provide an alter- 
native tn differences in technology or factor endowments as a.n explanation 
of internatiomd specialization and trade. The role of ‘economies of large scale 
production’ is a major subtheme in the Work of Ohlin (1933); while some 
authors, especially Balassa (1967) and Kravis (19711, have argued that scale 
ecolnomies pl:~y a crucial role in explaining the postwar growth in trade 
among :he industrial countries. Nonetheless. increasing returns as a cause of 
trade his rec.:eived relatively little attention from formal trade theory. The 
main reason for this neglect seems to be that it has appeared difficult to deal 
with the impiicationr of increasing returns for market structure. 

This paper develops a simple formal model in which trade is caused bq 
economies ol’ scale instead of differences in factor endowments or technology. 
The approach differs from that of most other formal treatments of trade 
under increasing returns, which assume that scale economies are external to 
f::rms, so tha:: markets remain perfectly competitive.’ Instead, scale economies 
are here assumed to be internal to firms. with the market structure that 
emerges being one of Chamberlinian monopolistic competition.” The formal 

‘P utho:? v.ho allow for incra;ising returns In trade bj, assuming that sc;~Ic ccontjrnic\ XIX 
t,xteI nal tr) firnl include Chacoliades (1970). Melvin t1969). and Kemp (1963). and N&Iii 
(196)). 

‘1. Charnberiinian approach to international trade is suggestccl by Gra> (1973). Negishi t 19721 
develops a full general-equilibrium model of scale economies. monopolistic.: competition. ;llxl 
llrade which is ,;imilar in spirit to this paper. though far more complex. SGIIC ccontmies ant! 
product dinerentiation are also sugpsstcd as ca~~~cs of trade by Barker I I9771 anti Grubel (19X)). 



treatment of monopolist.ic compeiition is borrowed with slight modifications 
from recent work by Dixit am! Stiglitz (1977). A Chamberlinian formulation 
of the problem turns out to have several advantages. First, it yields a very 
simple model; the analysis of increasing returns and trade is hardly more 
complicated than the two-good Ricardian model. Secondly, the model is free 
from the multiple equilibria which are the rule when scale economies are 
external to firms, and which can d.etract from the main point. Finally, the 
model’s picture of trade in a large number of differentiated products fits in 
well with the empirical literature on ‘intra-industry’ trade [e.g. Grubel and 

Lloyd (1975)]. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the basic modified 

Dixit Stiglitz model of monopolistic competition for a closed economy. 
Section 3 then examines the elects of opening trade as well as the essentially 
equivaler‘ Gets of population growth and factor mobility. Finally, section 4 
summarrzes the results and suggests some conclusions. 

2. Monopolistic competition in a closed economy 

This section develops the basic model of monopolistic competition with 
which I will work in the next sections. The model is 3 simplified version of 
the model developed by Dixit and Stiglitz. Instead of trying to develop a 
general model, this paper will assume particular forms for utility and cost 
functions. The functional forms chosen give the model a simplified structure 
\vhich makes the analysis easie;.. 

Consider. then. an econcm!- lvith only one scarce factor cf production, 
labor. The economy is assumed able to produce any of a large number of 
goods. with the goods indexed by i. We order the goods so that those 
actually produced range from 1 to II, where jr is also assumed to be a large 
number, although small relative to the number of potential products. 

Ail residents are assumed to share the same utility functtL+ into which all 
goods emer symmetrically. 

[.‘= i L.(L’;), r’>O. r”<o, (1) 
i= 1 

where c*, is the consumption of the ith good. 
It will bt: useful to define a variable, E, where 

and where vvc assume i;:; ic,i _=O. The variable 1:; will turtt out to b: the 



elasticity of demand facl:.g. an individual producer; the reasons for assuming 
that is is decreasin: in ci will become apparent later. 

,411 goods are aiso assumed to be produced with the same cost function. 
The labor used in ;)roducing each good is a linear function of output, 

Ii = 3 + i?Xi, r./bo, (3) 

lvhere li is labor used in producing good i, si is the output of g,ood i. and x is 
II fixed cost. In other iidords, there are decreasing average costs :ind constant 
rlarginal costs. 

Production of a g0c.d must equal the sum of individual cclnsumptions of 
t!le good. If we identifv individuals with workers. production must equal the 
consumption of a representative individual times the labor force: 

Xi = LCi. (41 

Finally. we assume full employment, so that the lotal labor force L must 
be exhausted by emplo!merlt, in production (If individual goods: 

L= i: 1, = i [rt-p.YJ. (5) 

i= 1 i= 1 

Now there are three variable:, rvc want to determine: the price of each 
good relative to wages, ~JW; the output of each good. .~i; and the number of 
goods produced, II. The symmetry of the problem Lvill cnsur~ that all goods 
actually produced will be produced in the same quantity and at the same 
price, so that we can use the shorthand notation 

P=Pi !I _y=>;. ’ 
for all i. (61 

We can proceed in three stages. First, ue analyze the demand curve facing 
an individual firm: then we deri!.:: the pricing policy of firms and relate 

profitability to ,>utput; finally. cvc use iii1 : na!ysis of profitability and cntr)’ 1~) 

determine the nun-1 bcr of firms. 
To analyze the demand curve kiting t le firm producing ~xn?~ partitxlar 

ix-oduct, consider- the bchavicrr c_,f a reprrscntative indi\idu;li. !Bc :: ill 
maximize his utility (1 ) fubjcct 10 a Ijudget con:t:airit. The tir~t-c~rdc;. 

cor:ditions from that mawimizarion probleln h:l\ i: thv f.xrn 

r’((.i) LI ipi, i=l 11. 1. * ., (7) 
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where i is the shadow price on the budget constraint, which can be 
interpreted as the marginal utility of income. 

We can substitute the relationship between individual consumption and 

output into \7) tc\ turn it into an expression for the demand facing an 
individual firm, 

pi = .1- ’ U'(Xi/L). (8) 

If the number of goods produced is large, each firm’s pricing policy will 
have a negligibre effect on the marginal utility of income, so that it can take 
i_ as fixed. In tjhat case the elasticity of demand facing the ith firm will, as 

already noted. be gi = - I*‘/v”L’~, 
Now ‘!-:t us consider profit-maximizing pricing behavior. Each individual 

firm, being small relative to the economy, can ignore the effects of its 
decisions on the decisions of other firms. Thus, the ith firm will choose its 
price to maximize its profits, 

The profit-maximizing price will depend on marginal. cost aqd on the 
elasticity of demand: 

or p/‘w = &/I.& - 1). 
Now this does not determine the price, since the elasticity of demand 

depends on output; thus, to find the profit-maximizing price we would have 
to derive profit-maximizing output as well. It will be easier, however, to 
determine output. and prices by combining (10) with the condition that 
profits be zero in equilibrium. 

Profits will be driven to zero by entry of new firms. The process is 
iilustrated in fig. 1. The ho;?ontal axis measures output of a representative 
firrr; the vertical axis revenue and coat expressed in wage units. Total cost is 
shown by TC. while OR and OR’ represent revenue functions. Suppose that 
~II~Z~I the initial number of firms. the revenue function facing each firm is 
gilen by OR. The firm will then choose its output so as to set marginal 
revenue equal to marginal cost, at A. At that point, since price (average 
revenue) exceeds average cost, firms will make profits. But this will lead 
entrepreneurs to start new firms. As they do so, the marginal utility of 
income will rise. and the revenue function will shrink in. Eventually 
cquiiibrium will be reached at a point such as B, where it is true both that 
marginal revenue equals marginal cost and that ai’erage revenue equals 
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Fig. 1 

average cost. This is, of course, Chamberlin’s famous tangency solution 
[Chamberlin (1962)]. 

To characterize this equilibrium more carefully, we need to show how the 
price and output of a representative firm can be derived from cost and utility 
functions. In fig. 2 the horizontal axis shows per-cupirtl consumption of a 
represer,tative good, while the vertical axis shows the price of a repre- 
sentatrve good in ‘wage units. We have one relationship between c’ and tjj\t* in 
the pricing condition (lo), which is shown as the curve PP. Price lies 
everyw!il-re ;ibov,e marginal cost. and increases w.th c‘ because. by :.ssump- 
tier:. tiie A,ticity of demand falls with ~3. 

A s~~:Y~~~I. relationship between pi\t’ and L’ can be deriv,ed from the 

coudtt~~~~r: :,f zero profits in equilibrium. From (9). we have 
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P/W 

I 

I 

- - 
co C 

Fig. 2. 

The intersection of the PP and 22 schedules determines individual 
consumption of each good and the price of each good. From the con- 
sumption of each good we have output per firm, since x =Lc. And the 
assumption of full employment lets us determine the number of goods 
produced : 

(13) 

We now have a complete description ol’ equilibrium in the economy. It is 
indeterminate wliich n goods are produced, but it is also unimportant, since 
th.e goods enter into utility and cost symmetric;Jly. We can now use the 
model to analyze the related questions of the efkcts of growth, track, and 
factor mobility. 

3. Growth, trade, and factor mobi?ity 

The model developed in the last section was a one-factor model, but one 
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in which there were economies of scale in the use of that factor, so that in a 
real sense the division of labor was limited by the extent of the market. In 
this section we consider three ways in which the extent of the market might 
increase: growth in the labor force, trade, and migration. 

3.1. E&ts of labor force growth 

Suppose that an economy of the kind analyzed in the iast section were to 
experience an increase in its labor force. What effect would this have? We 
can rnalyze some of the effects by examining fig. 3. The PP and ZZ 

--- 
c 

Fig. 3. 

schedules have the same definitions as in fig. 2: before the increase in the 
labor force equiiibrium is at A. By referring back to eqs. (10) and (11) we can 
see that an increase in L has no effect on PP, but that it causes ZZ to shift 
left. The new equilibrium is at B: c falls, and so does p/w. We can show, 
however, that both the outptrt of each good and the number of goods 
produced rise. By rearranging (12) we have 

.Y == x/( p/iv - p,, (14) 
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which shows that output must rise, while since II = L/(a +/jLc). a rise in L 
and a fall in c imply a rise in tt. 

Notice that these results depend on the fact that the PP curve slopes 
upward, which in turn depends on the assumption that the elasticity of 
demand falls with c. This assumption, which might alternatively be stated as 
an assumption that the elasticity of demand rises, when the 1: ice of a good is 
increased, seems plausible, In any case, it seems to be necessary if this model 
is to yield reasonable results, and I make the assumption wi cut apology. 

We can also consider the welfare implications of growt’ +-bmparisons of 
overall welfare would be illegitimate, but we can look L’ i he welfare of 
representative individuals. This rises for two reasons: th,:rc I. a rise in the 
‘real wage’ w/p, and there is also a gain from increased chc+, as the number 
of available products increases. 

I have considered the case of growth at samme length. even though our 
principal concern is v:ith trade, because the results of the analysis of growth 
will be useful next, when we turn to the analysis of trade. 

Suppose there exist two economies of the kind analyzed in section 2. and 
that they are initially unable to trade. To make the point most strongly, 
assume that the countries’have identical tastes and technologies. (Since this is 
a one-factor model, we have already ruled out differences in factor endow- 
ments.) In a conventiona; model, there would be no reason for trade to occur 
between these economies. and no potential gains from trade. In thl:; model, 
however, there will be borh trade and gains from trade. 

To see this, suppose that trade is opened between these two econ&Jmies at 
zero transportation cost. Symmetry will ensure that wage rates in the two 
countries will be equal, and that the price of any good produced in either 
country will be the same. The effect will be the same as if vuch country had 
experienced an increase in its labor force. As in the case of growth in a 
closed economy, there will be an increase both in the scale of production and 
in the range of goods available for consumption. Welfare in both countries 
will increase, both because of higher w/p and because of increased choice. 

The direction of trade which country exports which goods i!; 
indeterminate; all that we can say is that each good will be produced only in 
one country, because there is (in this model) MI reason for firms to compete 
for markets. The vol~nze of trade, however, is determinate. Each individual 
will be maximizing his utility function, which may be written 

(15) 



where goods 1.. _ . . 11 are produced in the home country and !I + 1.. . . . it + II* in 
the roreign countr!‘. The number of goods produced in each countr! ivill be 

proportional to the labor forces: 

I, 
n = -- ---. 

x $ fm3.Y 

Since all goods will have the same price, expenditures on each countrq’s 
goods will be proportional to the country’s labor force. The chart of imports 
in home country expenditures, for instance, will be L* IL+ I?*): the values of 
imports of each country will be national income times the import share. i.e. 

RI = \cL . I?: IL + I?) 

Trade is b&lanced, as it rntis; be, since each individuJ1 agent’s budget 
constraint is satisfied. The volurre of trade as a fraction of world income is 
maximized when the economies are of equal size. 

We might note that the result that the volume of trade IS determinate but 
the direction of trade is not is very similar to ;he well-known argument of 
Linder (1961). This suggests an affinity between this model and Linder’s 
views, althou;h Linder does not explicitly mention economies of scale. 

The important point to bc g,lined from this analysis is that economies of 
scale can be shown to give I 15. I~) trade and to gains from trade even when 
there are no international llrll2rences in tdstes, technolvgy, or Iitctor 
endowments. 

An interesting extensiorl of the model results when we allow for mo\emcnt 
of labor between countries or rcgions. Thcrc is a parallel hcrc with 
Heckscher-Ohlin theory. Mundell (1957) has shoi4.n that in ;f Hzckschcr 
Ohlin u orld trade and factor mobility would hc suhstitktc? for one ancXthcr. 

3The tcsults in this section bear some resemblance to some nontheoletlcai xcc3unls of tht 
emergencL- of backward regions. We might propose the following modification of the .nodcl 
suppose :hat nhe populalioll of each region is divided into a mobile group and atl ~rn nobli. 
group. hilgra,.on would tnen mcnc all the mobile people to ,>ne regirjn. It’a~~t~g hch nd .j’ 

immiserixd ‘Appa!achia’ of Immobile peop’e whose standard of Il\ing I\ d~pr~~~i 7) th 
~rix~llne~: A I iir’ m3rkcl. 
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and that factor movements would be irduced by impediments to trade such 
as tariffs or transportation costs. The s;.me kit-& of results emerge from this 

model. 
To see this, suppose that there are two regions of the kind we have been 

discussing, and that they have the same tastes and technologies. There is 
room for mutual gains from trade, because the combined market would 
allow both greater variety of goods and a greater scale of production. The 
same gains could be obtained without trade, however, if the population of 
one region were to migrate to the other. In this model, trade and growth in 
the labor force are essentially equivalent. If there are impediments to 
trade, there will be an incentive for workers to move to the region which 
already has the larger labor force. This is clearest if we consider the extreme 
case where no trade in goods is possible, but labor is perfectly mobile. Then 
the more populous region will offer both a greater real wage \V/JJ and a 
greater variety of goods, inducin g immigration. In equilibrium all workers 
will have concentrated in one region or the other. Which region ends up 
with the population deper?ds on initial conditioins; in the presence of 
increasing returns history matters. 

Before proceeding further we should ask what aspect of reality, if any, is 
captured by the story we have just told. In the presence of increasing returns 
factor mobility appears to produce a process of agglomeration. If we had 
considered a mai.y-region model the population would still have tended to 
accumulate in only one region, which we may as we.1 label a city; for tbis 
analysis seems to make most sense as an account of the growth of 
tnetropolitan areas The theory of urban growth suggested by this model is 
of the ‘city lights’ .variety: people migrate to the city in part because of the 
‘xreater variety of consumption goods it offers. 13 

Let us return nclw to the tu,o-region case to make a final point. We have 
seen that which region ends up with the population depends on the initial 
Idistribution of population. As long as labor productivity is the same in both 
regions, though, there is no difference in welfare between the two possible 
outcomes. If there is any difference in the conditions of production between 
the two regions, however, it does matter which gets the population - and the 
process of migration can lead to the wrong outcome. 

Consider.. for example, a case in which both fixed and variable labor costs 
are higher in one region. The:? it is clearly desirable that all labor should 
move to the other region. But if the inferior region starts with a large enough 
share of the population. migration may move in the wrong direction. 

To summarize: in the model of this paper, a.s in some more conventional 
trade models, factor mobility can substitute [or trade. If there are impedi- 
ments to trade. labor will concentrate in a single region; which region 
depends on the initial distribution of population. Finally. the process of 
agglomeration may lead population to concentrate in the wrong place. 



4. Sumrnary and conclusions 

This paper adapts a Chamberlinian approach to the analysis of trade 
under conditions of increasing returns to scale. It shows that trade need not 
bc a :esvit of international dif4’erences in technology or factor er,dowments. 
Instead. trade may simply be a way of extending the market and allowin? 
exploita!i>n of scale ecnncmies, with fhe effects of trade being similar :o those 
of labor force growth and regional agglomeration. This is a view ol‘ trade 

which appears to 5~ llseful in understanding trade among the industrial 
countries. 

What is surprising about this analysis is that it is extremely simple. While 
the role of economies of scale in causing trade has been known for some 
time, it has been underemphasized in formal trade theory (and in textbooks). 
This p&per shows that a clear, rigorous, and one hopes persuasive modei of 
trade under conditions of increasing returns car be constructed. Perhaps this 
will help give economies of scale a more prominent place in trade theory. 
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